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So, you’re going to school

position,
Eureka became the
county seat in 1856 and Union
itself became Arcata in 1860.

collegein 1921 and began offering
a four year curricula
completion of 128 units for
graduation . The school was at-

around

tended by 123 students that year

in the Eel River and Mad River
valleys. A flourishing shark
fishing industry developed in
these early days; the sharks were
plentiful
and their oil was prized
as superior to whale oil. Dairy

farming in the Eel River Valley
also grew in popularity.

due to their nonconformist
lifestyles. Even when long-hairs
engage in accepted middle class
pursuits, such as farming,
storekeeping, mill work or

and growing enrollment led to the
construction of the school’s first
dormitory, Nelson Hall. Students
residing in the dormitory were to
provide their own towels, mattress protector and “dresser
scarves.”
Enrollment

in

the

university
study, the established

G Street, ber} Hog Af the highway, night

’

timber

plunged

to the mills. By the nd we
this had changed.
levels of employment in the

school

continued to be good during the
Depression years as an absence

industry

the

Essentially, the white men were

stealing land already owned by
Native Americans and a series of_
bloody

‘‘wars’’

between

the

whites and natives took place
during the 1850’s and 1860’s. The
record of whites during these
wars

was

frequently

one

of

savage brutality and the most
blatant racism.
on the Eel River and

along

the Southern

Mattole<

Humboidt

coast.

European
aenetrating

explorers began
the region dur-

ing

centurv:

the

16h

Cabrillo

in 1542-43; Drake in 1579; Vizcaino in 1603; Vancouver in 1792.
These men were explorers,

anxious to claim lands for their
respective kings and they did not

stay.

The

first U.S.

vessel

to

reach Humboldt County was a
New England ship engaged in the

China trade, the Lelia Byrd
which put in at Trinidad Bayin
1804.
During the early 19th century
white men penetrated the region
infrequently, often in the service
of the English Hudson Bay
Company,
a
fur
trapping
organization headquartered in
the Washington territory.
190 Unioners
Following the discovery of gold

in California in 1849, Dr. Josiah
Gregg led an expedition into the
Humboldt
area,
eventually
reaching the site that became
Arcata. The town was founded

the following year

as “Union”

with a population of 190 of which
58 persons were women. Union
was the head of deep water
shipping for the area as well as

jumping off point for pack trains
heading east to the ‘Irinity River
mines. Union became the county
seat when Humboldt was incorporated as a separate entity in

1853. Despite Union’s bitter opg
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Reservation
1864 a reservation

was

established in the Hoopa Valley
about 60 miles northeast of
Eureka and eventually most of
the county’s Native American

population was forced to relocate
to the reservation.
The Homestead Act of 1862, by

which the federal government
offered land free of charge to
those who would settle it, helped

to

increase

the

population

of

Humboldt County as it changed
from an agressively pioneer
society with redwoods growing to
the edge of unpaved city streets
into a more settled rural community
with a simple
but
established social and commercial structure.
By 1914 the population of Arcata was
1,100. That
year
Humboldt
Normal _ School,
eventually to become HSU, was
established with an enrollment of
68 students. The purpose of the
institution was to train teachers
through
one and two year
professional
courses.
The
curriculum included arithmetic,
reading,
‘‘pedagogy’’
and
‘physical culture.”’
Strict Standards
Student dress standards were
strict; women were not allowed
to wear bright colors and men
were required to wear blue suits
and white shirts. The first
commencement exercise was
held in 1915 at the Minor Theater
in Arcata as 15 new teachers
were graduated. Humboldt
Normal became a state teacher’s

g

- .

community has often persisted in
regarding them as a group apart,
ee
“weird”, and even
“

gerous.”’

The peak of the anti-‘‘hippie”’,
anti-student feeling crested
during the unrest following the
shooting of Kent State University
students by national guardsmen

in 1970; HSU students were involved in mass action protest
affecting the town of Arcata. At

As always happened when the

white man encountered native
cultures,
violence
erupted.

&,

‘Humboldt Bay is beset with most vile,.

thicke, and Stinking fogges.'

that time there were mutterings

on the part of certain prs

eed

groups in the community Yo the

of jobs encouraged young people

county into a state of permanent

in school as long as

to remain

semi-depression. According to
local social workers, Humboldt
County is known in their trade as
the “Appalachia of California.”

possible. In 1942 a wildlife
management cirriculum was
added to the school’s course
offerings, thus inaugurating the
environmental emphisis Humboldt later became famous for.
Siemens
CreTodit

State College

makeup

is diverse,
Americans,

of

the

containing
Italians,

Portugese, Southern Whites and
the dominantly New England

Stock that settled the area in the
1850’s. In recent years an in-

creasing number of long-haired
‘“‘refugees” from the urban

Matre, Swetman and Gist the
Normal
School,
Teacher’s

and

ethnic

county
Native

The Teacher’s College became
Humboldt State College, a liberal
arts institution, in 1935 and
California State University,
Humboldt (HSU) in 1972. Under
the leadership of Presidents Van

College

Diverse Cultures

The

southland have found the area
attractive for its lack of cityrelated problems and the relative
ease of acquiring property and

sur-

vived and grew slowly. However,
credit for transforming a sleepy,
rundown state college campus of
650 students, 57 instructors and 26

“getting back to the land.” There
also

has

been

an

of

influx

students linked to the expansion

buildings into the university of

of the university. To an extent
the entry of these latest immigrants, the long-haired backthe
and
people
to-the-land
students, has produced friction
with the established community
in a classic ‘town-and-gown”
earlier
Unlike
polarization.
immigrants to the area these
latest arrivals are highly visible

today
belongs
to
retiring
President
Cornelius
H.
Siemens.

During the 1950’s the logging

economy began to falter as the
enormous stands of close-set
timber that had supported the
timber industry began to give
out. The ease with which these

effect they were going to
those freaks respect for the
Fortunately,
cooler
prevailed on both sides,

“‘teach
flag.”
heads
there

was no violence and the town and
its school have lived more or less
harmoniously since then.

The

infusion

of

newcomers has produced some
political
changes.
County

Supervisors have been elected
who reflect, in some degree,

concerns
of young
people.
University-connected
people
have been elected to the Arcata
City Council. Students have been

in the forefront of the movement
to stop construction of the

proposed Butler Valley Dam as
well
as
the
anti-freeway

movement.
Young newcomers

have

also

been active in revitalizing the
commerical economy of the area
through the establishment of
natural foods outlets, eating
places,
bars,’ _ bakeries,

bookstores, auto repair garages,

craft and gardening outlets.
The history of the area is rich
and varied.
You have become part of it.

BARNES Rexall DRUG
893 H St. Arcata 822-1717
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The Only Record Store in Humboldt County
All $5.98 LP's - $3.87
All $6.98 cassettes & 8 tracks

- $4.99

10 of the best new releases

We buy and sell new & used

records & tapes.

Biggest selection of
Classical - Blues Jazz - Folk -

always $3.45

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE
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Special action programs aid minorities

tion Program, ITEP trains fully

A variety of special action programs address themselves to the
needs of minority students at

Special Services runs tutorial
programs, provides ‘“‘survival”’
training for incoming minority
students and runs a counseling

The Educational Opportunity
Program (EOP) was set up to
identify in the community minority members with potential for
higher education and to get them
into school.

service;

The smallest minority on the
HSU campus is receiving attention from the administration.
‘As far as I know, last year we

wheelchairs.
Persons who need information

cial Programs, Thomas H. King.

or assistance in reaching campus

“minority” are economically disadvantaged whites as well as students from ethnic backgrounds.

HSU:

credentialed teachers in an

accelerated four year program;
Upward Bound encourages college potential in high school students through special summer
tutoring programs.

Special Education provides
remedial services for students

Don A. Jordan heads up EOP;

deficient in academic background;
The Indian Teacher’s Educa-

Guillermo M. Marquez directs

Special Services and Special
Education; Andrew A. Andreoli
heads ITEP; and John B. Lima
handles Upward Bound.
The above programs are clustered under the overall direction
of HSU’s Associate Head for Spe-

Paraplegics accommodated
in most campus buildings
had one man and one woman who
were handicapped,”’ said Oden
W.

Hansen,

dean

of

locations should contact Hansen
at 826-4111.

COBANGAIGARDEN

campus

development and utilization.
The

one

Weideman,

Mad

Margaret,

played

by

Francine

Peterson (who is also the director), is
one of the vivid characters in the comic
opera ‘’Ruddygore,’’ to be presented

by the Summer Opera Workshop Sept.
21, 22, 23 and 28, 29, 30. The Gilbert and
Sullivan opera will be presented in the
Music Building Recital Hall. General
admission is $2, $1 for students and
children. For reservations, call 8263559.

man,

Martin

49, left HSU

PART

JAPANESE

J.

-

RESTAURANT

3

Oriental Groceries & Gifts

at the

end of winter quarter last year
after he fell from his wheelchair
trying to negotiate some stairs.
The incident spurred efforts to
obtain funding for ramps and
other modifications.
Now, says Hansen, all but two
buildings are accessible
to
wheelchair persons.
The top floor of Founders Hall
is yet to become reachable on
wheels — funding has been applied for to remedy this, according to the facilities dean.
The
Education-Psychology
Building is also presently inaccessible to paraplegics. Hansen
said a grant for appropriate
modifications has been applied
for and he has invited the grant
officer to visit the campus and
view the situation personally.
The bathroom in the East Wing
of Nelson Hall has been modified
for
persons
confined
to

Included in the definition of

RXR

443-7831

UGS

SHOE

REPAIR

okt FINE

29 Fifth St.,

Eureka

Aah

CRAFTSMANSHIP)

Red Wing, Whites, Buffalo,
West Coast, Justin, Cowtown,
Acme,

Santa

Rosa

Plaza Shoe Shop
On The Plaza, 774 9th St., 822-1125

ONE

our friendly staff of thousands

Cuffs

Bells Levi's

501 s

Leather

Moccasins

407 5th Eureka

A COMPLETE

Shirts

Saeaiers

and Levi's for kids

Osh Kosh B ‘Gosh

HABERDASHERY

‘Overalls
442-8267
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Editor
Involvement

Every thinking person’s most

intimate desire is to be interviewed by her-or himself. What
more convenient arrangement
than to be able to lead yourself
into your favorite sermons?

em

Realizing this, I decided to
the tactic in writing my

Welcome

Message

in this, the

=
Edition of the Lumberjack.
; I wanted to write a merciless
text on involvement, to scourge

the apathetic hordes and exalt the
operative few.
Q: Brian, why do you suppose
some persons are apathetic? Are
they just too wrapped up in

routine, in bare subsistence, to
worry about social responsibility? Is it because they feel impotent when faced with huge institutions like the Underwater Basket
Weavers Club?
A: Well, Brian, that’s part of it,

but--

Q: What I’m getting at, is: isn’t
everyone limited, to some
degree? I mean, even Ralph
Nader can’t get involved in everything. I know for a fact he is not
a member of the Underwater

Basket Weavers Club.

A: That’s true.
Q: Then aren’t you being
inconsistent--not to mention

inconsiderate—in asking others to
join in activities which you do not

participate in? Are you a member
of the UWBWC?

other handQ: I know, don’t tell me:
"Brighten the corner you’re in,’
right
A: You read my mind.
Q: Okay, let’s take it from the
other side of the fence—why do you

think active persons become so?
A: First, we should establish

who these persons are.

Q: Good point. I’d say they are
the persons who devise creative
solutions for chronic problems

and then seek to implement them.
People like Barry Gordon, Shirley

Sunday and Ephram Zbinski.

A: Who?
Q: Barry started a clinic for
ts abandoned on campus. Shir-

ey ran for student council and

opened the budget retreat to the
public. Ephram
is_ secretary‘treasurer of the Basket Weavers.
A: Oh.
Q: Now we know who they are.
Why are they? Have they
received some semi-religious
spark of motivation or some-

thing? Have they somehow been

exposed to a situation where they

had to rely on their own ingenuity
and thus realized their latent

leadership potentials?
A: Yes, andQ: Thank you, Brian. You’ve
been most informative. I have
just one more + conan
Do you
think anyone who
needs to, will
read this message?
A:

No.

A: No, I confess not. On the

ASB President

‘

Challenge

Brian Alexander, editor

The year ahead:
Three perspectives

Being back in the relative
remoteness of Humboldt County
is always a relief after three
months of battling city life. Despite the fact that this area is
rapidly urbanizing, Arcata still
maintains some of its soothing
small town charm.
This academic year, students at

California State University at
Humboldt face several interesting and welcome challenges.
Primarily, for the first time in
our campus’s history, we are

(Acting) HSU President

being offered the opportunity to
stabilize our Children’s CenterIn

the past the Day Care Center has

Sacrifice
On
behalf
of
the
yetto-be-appointed new president of

Humboldt State University, Wel-

come!
Whether you are a new student,
a continuing one or a returning
one I wish you the best possible
new academic year. More even

than that, however, the Univer-

sity’s ability to help make this

year a success will depend on the
choices you make to pursue your

academic ‘“‘survival.”

To focus on the conditions faced

by Humboldt and your share in
relieving them a brief review of
* recent history is required.
This campus

is entering its

fourth year of relatively diminishing financial support. That is, four
years ago those agencies and

authorities that supply our budget
began requiring us to serve ever
greater numbers of students
while reducing the basis on which
we were budgeted for additional
faculty.
Over the same period more and
more students have requested

majors and courses in which
enrollments must be kept rela-

tively low and for which costs are
usually high.
The basis for keeping the funding which is authorized for any
one year is, however, the extent

to which students enroll in available courses. (This is expressed
in terms of ‘full time equivalent

students’, (FTE), the numbe~ of
students enrolled in 15 unit |. ads

when the total number of students
registered is divided into the total
pea for which they have regiss)

Thus, if students do not enroll
in available courses in sufficient

numbers to produce close to the
“FTE” upon which the budget is

based, the we

is required

to return a portion of the original
funding. Senerenes funds reduces

even further our ability to provide
the courses students need.
In a real sense this means that
in this fourth critical year of class
shortages we are now starting,
your ‘‘survival’’ in terms of your
ability to obtain much of what you

need in the winter and spring

quarters of this year will depend
on your willingness to consider

adding courses this fall in studies

outside your areas of major or

always been on shaky, if not
trembling, ground. New administrative policies and solid fiscal

planning initiated early this fall
can and will provide the basis for
prior interest where space is still
available. Each time you decide

todo so two things are more likely
to happen than might otherwise
occur; you will be apt to broaden
your educational horizons and
experiences and you will be

an efficient and
dren’s Center.

effective

Chil-

will be placed on legislation
occurring in the state capitol
regarding higher education. The
Lumberjack will be printing regularly a column which pertains to
timely action being taken by our
senators, assemblymen and our
governor. This will assist students

in that they will be able to effectively oppose or support pertinent
actions. For example, Barry

Keene has proposed an assembly

bill which would direct the
Trustees to administer $50,000 to
fulfill the needs of Native Americans on our campus. Knowing this
early will give us the opportunity

—"
).

for the bill’s support (AB

Finally, I'd like to welcome you
back to HSU. Occasions for campus and community involvement
are great this year--if you’re
interested, feel free to come in
and see me (Nelson Hall 115).

Also of importance to students
is the increased emphasis that

Becky Aus
ASB President

—

decreasing the odds that budget

reductions will further affect your
own major areas of interest in the
remainder
of this year.

“The

So my advice to you is, read the

Lumberjack

Editor
Brian Alexander

schedule of classes once more
with special care. Check with
departments to see if additional
sections have become available.

Managing Editor

Bob Day

News Editor

We are trying to add them in areas
of great need with limited reserve
funds we have kept for that purpose. But look at courses you
would not originally have consi-

John Humphreys
Photographer
Rodney Ernst

dered. Do whatever you can to
carry at least 15 units--more if
your academic ‘survival’ won’t

Business Manager

thereby be in jeopardy.
If you act on this advice the

Jerry Steiner

~

Copy Editors

Harry C. Gilbert
Valerie Jennings
Artist
Mello Bloom
Adviser
Howard Seemann

University’s efforts to help you

have an academically profitable
and personally fulfilling year will

stand a better chance of success.
Vice President
Affairs

Milton Dobkin
for Academic

Published weekly by the Associated Student Body and the Journatism Department of Humboldt State University, Arcata, Calif. 95521.
Phone 707-826-3271. Office: Nelson Hall 6.
Opinions expressed are those of The Lumberjack or the author and
not necessarily those of the Associated Student Body or the Journalism Department.
Subscription is free to students, available on campus newsstands.
Mail subscriptions are $2.50 for 30 issues. Advertising rates available
upon

request.
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Other Y.E.S. programs thriving, too

Big Brother is alive and well at HSU
We learn by acting and by our
actions we learn.

So goes the guiding philosophy
of Youth Educational Services
(Y.E.S.), a student volunteer
organization at HSU.

The various programs administered by Y.E.S. are intended to
give students real life experience

in service oriented professions as
well as to serve needs of the community.
Ginger Garness directs the
center at 1968 Preston Drive, a
white house behind the library.
The phone number is 826-3340.
More detailed information on
the following programs is available there.
TUTORIAL

PROGRAMS

&.

A one-to-one relationship is
established between tutor and
tutee in order to ‘‘foster a desire
for education, to show what a good
education can do by giving the
children a living, breathing example,” according to a Y.E.S. hand-

book

The tutor meets with his charge
either Monday’s and Wednesday’s or Tuesday’s and Thursday’s from 7 to 9 p.m. in a community center near the pupil’s

home.

Educational and recrea-

tional materials are provided.
Each volunteer is trained by the
HSU education department.

Workshops in math, reading, etc.,
are held in fall and winter quarters.
“The main responsibility for
the tutor is to be honest to his tutee
and try to a
a friendship,”
says the handbook.
The junior high school project

is structured similar to the above.

transportation unless they are
placed in Redwood High School.
Since the high schools are on a
.semester system, tutors must
commit themselves for one and a

half quarters. They may obtain

one unit (30 hours) or two (60

hours) in the education 92 or 192
classes.
There
majors.

are openings

for all

DAY CAMP

Volunteers work with children
5 to 12 years old, mostly from
Eureka welfare families.
The purpose of the program is
to give the children ‘‘success
experiences’’ in areas such as
arts and crafts, food and nutrition, home improvements and
recreational skills.
Activities are held on Wednesdays and Fridays, with special
monthly outings on Saturdays.
These outings include trips to
local spots of natural beauty, such
as parks, the beach or the snowy
mountains.
Credit can be obtained through
the sociology department.
CONTACT
is a 24-hour
“information-referral-rap”
service established last year.

Volunteers answer calls
requesting information, rides (or
riders) or just a listener. The volunteers must be able to attend the
general ee

sion scheduled
each week.

and training ses-

for the same night

After attending three consecu-

tive training sessions and working

in the CONTACT office for three

hours, the volunteer is assigned

a three-hour shift each week dur-

Tutees are from the seventh to

ninth grades at four area schools.

ing working hours.
Students should be willing to
have calls referred to their homes

Tutors can receive academic cre-

once a week.

dit by signing up for the Education

ADOPT

fostered between student volun-

classroom during school hours or,

in rare cases, in the home of the

teers and senior citizens referred
by the Welfare Department or
private sources.

tutee.
Tutors must have their own

spend about three or four hours

The volunteer is expected to

Work Study jobs not scarce

but financial eligibility limited
‘‘We don’t think jobs will be

possible, he said.

hard to find for Work Study students this year,” Gary Frederick-

Students who are eligible find
Work Study jobs by checking with
individual faculty members,

said in an interview.
The Work Study program is one

departments and administrative

sen, student employer adviser,

of the federal financial aid programs for eligible students.
$261,825 is available for the year

July 1, 1973 through June 30, 1974,
he said.

Students interested in applying
for Work Study should apply for
aid at the Financial Aid office,
House 91, as early in the year as

offices or by checking the job listings on the Work Study job board
outside of room 130 in Nelson Hall
West.
There

are

generally

800

friend. Activities such as going to

the movies, playing games, going

for rides or just talking are sug-

gested.

Students also meet

bi-

monthly to receive guidance and
share experiences.

The sociology department
offers twounits of credit per quarter up to six units. Volunteers are
asked (without obligation) to
commit themselves for at least

two or three quarters in order to
establish ongoing relationships.
HOUSING

PROJECT

Volunteers in this program
work in the Community Center of
the Eureka Federal Housing
Project, a low-income housing
project.

Those with a skill may plan and
supervise a class in that area--in

the past, classes have included

arts and crafts, leather craft,
cooking, piano, drums, guitar,
auto mechanics and outdoor outings.
Unskilled volunteers supervise
and participate in direct outdoor
physical recreation.
TOGETHER

PROGRAM

Together Program is the collective name for the Big Brother and
Big Sister Programs.
Volunteers are expected to
make
regular’
contacts

(averaging four hours each week)
with their young friends. The students also must attend the class
for Sociology 58B or 158B and keep

logs of their activities.

Most children in the program
are from low-income families,
usually with only one parent.
Some are foster children, have
educational handicaps or are dis-

cipline problems.
The

A GRANDPARENT

One-to-one relationships are

111 class.
Tutors in the high school prog-

ram are placed in the high school

a week with his or her older

goal

of the

program,

according to the Y.E.S. handbook,
is to “‘provide an opportunity for
the child to gain a wider, fuller
environment of values, attitudes
and experiences to which he or
she can refer during his or her
personality development and as
he or she selects a life style.”
MANILA RECREATION
Manila is a low-income community south of Arcata on the
Samoa Peninsula. Y.E.S. has
established the Manila Recreation Program to provide the children of the town with recreational
activities.
During the school year, most
projects are scheduled for the
weekends (Thursday night bingo

is the exception). Monthly potluck

dinners, cake walks, fish frys, tal-

ent shows and agrees A bo are
held, as well as occasional rum= sales and bake sales.
ie summer program consists

of four work-study recipients and
six Neighborhood Youth Corps
persons. A swimming program,
playground

activities,

a

a-week movie, beachcombing and
rock-hunting are included in the
summer’s schedule.
Other

activities,

utilizing

Arcata High School Gymnasium
and Camp Kim Tu in Willow
Creek,

program.

highlight

the summer

PROJECT RESPOND
This is a “catch-all” program

in which volunteers can initiate
new programs beneficial to the
community in some way.

environment,

according to Har-

riet Gray, President of the
Environmental Center Board of
Directors.
Meetings and workshops

Since the Center’s formation in
springof 1973, it has sponsoreda
series of public meetings and
workshops on the Butler Valley
protect, including the May 1973

River Watershed Conference, held at the Eureka Inn.
The Center intends to continue
its active role of informing the

public on all aspects of the dam

issue.
‘‘As a part of our effort, we
would like to invite any group
involved in the campaign on

either side, pro or con, to submit
their campaign materials to be

The two most successful projects last year were a babysitting

displayed at the Center,’’ Gray

co-op and a car pool information
exchange. These programs are

ment

still in effect--more

details are

available at Y.E.S.
Students with other ideas can

try them out under Respond as
well.
RECYCLING CENTER
Y.E.S. ee
a recycling

said. These materials will suppletechnical

information

already available at the Center,
including the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers
Environmental
Impact Statement, the Arthur D.
Little Economic Impact Report,
and the 1972 Humboldt County
Grand Jury Report.
Tapes for loan

Other information available at

center for the convenience of the
student community. Hours of operation will be announced in the
bulletin and in The Lumberjack.
Aluminum cans should be flattened with tabs inside. Steel or bi-

the Center includes a news clipping file covering the past two

metal cans, recognizable by a
seam up the side and non-rounded
bottoms, can not be accepted.

vices, the Center has deputy
registrars on hand to register vot-

Bottles should be separated by
color if a large quantity is
involved. Metal and plastic rings
should be removed.

Newspapers should be bundled,
with no other paper types mixed
in.
Bond

paper

should

be

seg-

regated into two stacks: colored
and white. Then the stacks should
be bundled.
BOOK

EXCHANGE

Y.E.S. is just beginning a book

years. Transcripts and tapes are
also available for loan upon
request.
In addition to information serers for the upcoming election.

Deadline for registration for the
November election is October 6.
‘We urge voters to eee

study all aspects of the Butler Va
ley Dam Project before voting on
November 6,’’ Gray concluded.
The Northcoast Environmental Center is located at 640 10th St.
in Arcata, and its phone number
is 822-6918. The Center is open

Monday thru Friday, from 11a.m.
to 5 p.m. and Saturdays from 11
a.m. until 3 p.m.

exchange program. Students will
be eligible to
borrow books from

Wed. thru Sat.

the exchange after they donate
five or more usable textbooks.

Sept. 19

Those who donated books last
quarter may utilize this service
this quarter.

Thru

The Northcoast Environmental

Sept. 22

Center announced today that it
intends to maintain its neutral
stance on the Butler Valley issue,

throughout the upcoming political
campaign.
This is in keeping with the Cen-

ter’s policy to provide a public
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dents eligible with 1,000 jobs

YF

available each year, Fredericksen said. As of Sept. 13 there were
100 jobs posted on the Work Study

;
fe

job board.
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Fine quality hand made leather goods
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Open Door Clinic offers free (or low cost) counseling, treatment
‘Ifyou’ve gota problem
and you
don’t have any money, check out

The Open Door Clinic in Arcata.
Founded

in

1969,

the

clinic

models itself
on the ‘free clinics”
that have sprouted in urban

areas. Offering a variety of
services on a non fee, or low fee,
basis the clinic aims its services
primarilyat Arcata’s
long haired

proletariat. However, needy
student and regular community
people are eligible for services
and utilize the facility as well.
The clinic is located on the
corner of 10th and H Streets,
across from the Minor Theater.
The telephone
number is 822-2957.

The clinic is a non profit
organization with a full time
director, Bill F. Stefanech, and a
staff that fluctuates around 150
people, mostly volunteers. The
staff

includes

nine

VISTA

workers, three

of whom

are

is a paramedic.

The

registered

nurses

philosophic

plank

whom

and

one

Manila and Southern Humboldt.

of The

federal revenue

underpinning

and

the clinic’s range of programs is

the provision of basic, primary
health care. The clinic is a self
help organization to the extent it

the mobile

sharing funds

clinic

will be

funded from this grant.

The

clinic

is in

process

of

developing a vitamin therapy and
nutrition class, as well. To begin

relies heavily on volunteers who
in turn can utilize clinic services
themselves.
Women
The clinic offers a variety of
programs for women, including:

sometime this fall, the class may
include a buying cooperative to
facilitate
inexpensive
bulk
purchasing of vitamins.

the clinic is negotiating with

tervention

HSU’s Community Development

Center to provide space for its

developing

telephone

team

handles emergency
calls between

midnight and nine in the mor-

geriatrics program.

ning.

According to Stefanech, the
geriatrics program will begin
operation this coming year.

Clinic financing is provided by

The clinic is open from nine in
the morning to midnight seven

donations, fund raising events,
the
previously
mentioned
revenue sharing grant and small
defrayment fees charged for

days

some medical services.

a week

and a

crisis

in-

Legal advice for low income
2eople has long been a problem in
Humboldt County. To meet this

an abortion and adoption referral
service; a well baby
pregnancy counseling;
prenatal clinic.

clinic has received
a grant of

clinic;
and a

need the clinic has established a
draft and welfare rights counSeling service, the latter able to

Another
project
in
the
development stage is a mobile

help with food stamp and child
support problems as well as
general welfare problems.
Geriatrics Program
In an effort to address itself to
the problems of elderly people,

health clinic designed to provide
primary health services to low
income residents of outlying
areas such as Hoopa, Orick,

Campus police tobe armed
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Special Fiesta Cocktail Hour: 4-6 p.m.everyday
try our Margarita
Mon. - Sat. 4:30-12 p.m.

Sun. 3—11

865 10th St., Arcata

p.m.

822-2138

after dark; trial policy set
It's official. HSU police officers
will be armed during darkness
hours during the first two quarters of the 1973-74 academic year.
Whether or not the trial policy will
become permanent will be determined by March, 1974.
Few campus issues provoked as
much interest last year as the
proposal to arm HSU officers.
Last year it was suggested that
changing social conditions in
Arcata necessitated arming the
officers so they could effectively
protect students and themselves,
especially at night. There were
several nighttime attacks on HSU
officers last year.
What follows is a verbatim copy
of the executive memorandum
from the Office of the President
stating the new policy. The
memorandum is dated Sept. 4.
1973:
‘Subject: Policy On University
Police Equipment And Use:
“After considerable study in
this office of a report developed
by aspecial committee of faculty.
students, and staff. which was
commented

“The safety of personnel of the
campus
community
is
paramount. To recognize this
strengthening the surveillance
capability of our campus police
officers has become important,
both in their ability to protect the
campus and to protect themselves.
i
“The following implementing
steps are to be taken to assure the
surveillance capability and
resulting safety:
‘1. Official campus police cars
shall have installed pursuit equipment including flashing lights,
siren, and red light.
‘2. Additionally, qualified
police officers shall be supported
by the following university-owned
and

authorized

handcarried

expected use of the firearm which
will stress when not to use the
firearm. Certification of the
officer's training and acceptability approved by the Chief to carry
firearms will be authorized by the
Vice President for Administrative Affairs. Until authorized, no
officer may carry a firearm on
duty.
“The Chief shall have established and put in force procedural
statements for the guidance and
control of officers in implementing this policy.”

,

equipment:
‘ta. Baton, ordinarily secured in
the vehicle
“*b. Mace
“ce. Radio
““d. Firearms (see below)
3. Firearms may be carried
only:
‘‘a. Beyond
the normal
academic class hours, or from 10
p.m. to 7 a.m., Monday through

upon by the Campus

Security Committee, and after
consultation with the University
Police Chief and the President's
Executive Committee, a policy.
and the implementation of the
role of police officers, including
arming, is hereby put into effect.
“The following policy is to be
in use for the first two quarters
of the academic year 1973-74 and
evaluated to determine its continuation or modification (by
March 1, 1974).

Cocktails

Imported

eats)
Kegs
On

Friday.

‘*b. On weekends
until dawn.

from

“ce. In escorting or guarding of
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University monies.
“d. In emergencies, as determined by the President.
*‘e. By officers who are fully and
regularly trained in the operation
and use of firearms. Officers
receiving training sessions will
emphasize the proper and
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Compictz selection of Natural Foods
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Catch a falling house
and never let it go
There was a time, as recently

as seven years ago, when housing
was going begging. Now housing
is so

hard

to

find

that

some

students, unable to find anything
at all, wind up sleeping in tents,
treehouses,
automobiles,
anywhere, in short, where they
can unroll a sleeping bag and
close their eyes.
Local
realtors
report
an

extreme scarcity of low-priced
apartments and houses within the
reach of average
students.
Apartment complexes have been
completed over the summer but

often their rents are such that
groups of students must rent
together on a share basis in order

to afford the price demanded by
landlords.
Married or single students with
children are at a great disadvantage in the incessant competition for housing. Many landlords flatly refuse to even
consider renters with children
regardless of the number of

children

or

their

ages.

Many

landlords react the same way to
renters with pets.
Landlords frequently demand a
first and last month’s rent as well
as cleaning deposit in advance,
something difficult for students
on a tight, monthly budget. At
least one well known Arcata
landlady regularly demands
excessive
cleaning
deposits
which she invariably refuses to
return when renters vacate her
dwellings. Practices of this sort

are common.
Students Careless
Many landlords complain that

landlords use the device
money maker.
HSU provides

an

on

as a

campus

housing service and a referral
service for off campus rentals.
The school provides dormitory
space for approximately 1,200
students. There are currently no

on

a

Prospective

students

care

of

—T

continuing

Sep-

own inquiries.

With students sleeping in tents
and trees, competition is fierce
and rental tenure, once you have
found a place, understandably
long.

eacy

year

by

return

students, according to Charles R.
Waldie, associate director of HSU
housing. The remaining 40 per
cent is available to new applicants. A small number of dorm
residents withdraw each year,
Waldie said, and the vacant

dorms are assigned from a small

blue lake

i

Ca
—

septa,

hospitality

=

nocover- ladies 18 welcome
$11 R.R.ave bluelake

priority list kept running over the
school year.

NORTHTOWN

HSU has increased its dorm
capacity this summer with the
just completed Cypress Hall
addition containing 232 beds. It
will open for the first time this

NOW
JOURNEY

also

maintains

an

off

campus housing referral service

WRITINGS

which
attempts
to
match
students with rental available in
the community. The ability of the
service to perform its function is

dependent

on

its

number

TO

IXTLAN

N.Y. TIMES NATURAL FOODS
COOKBOOK
Hewitt 1.95

fall.
HSU

IN STOCK

Castaneda 2.95

AND

HENDRIX,

a biography

C. Welch 2.95

of
THE TOOL

fairly good shoes.
Best Selection
Salvation Army operates
another store in Eureka on the
corner of Myrtle Ave. and Hoover
Street. This place probably has
the best consistent selection of the
stores mentioned. One reason
may be the big size of the place,
their selection is large; another
may be their distance from HSU.
Whole Earth Natural Foods on
the east side of Arcata’s Plaza has
a ’free’’ used clothing bin. Their
clothing really varies, some good
stuff, most of it junk. Arcata’s
Open Door Clinic similarly has a
freebie box.
If you have small kids check out
the children’s clothing at St. Vincent and Salvation Army. Often
you can find pants, sweaters, tee
shirts, sneakers and shoes at
these stores. Because small children grow so quickly, much of this
clothing, purchased new, is
uickly recycled. Little kid’s clothing is probably the best buy of
all in terms of condition and price.
Have a warm winter, in an
unmatched ensemble from (pick
one of the above.).

S
‘Gli G sé.

BOX .75

CS
Simple,
straight-forward,
Classic — out of step
with today’s
throwaway culture.
Refillable cartridge,
ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$1.98: not bad for a pen
you may use the
rest of your life.

CLOUDBURST 3.95
THE

exists in Eureka and Arcata and

times, jeans, sweatshirts and

DRAWINGS

B. Dvlan 6.95

WELL

BODY

BOOK

Samuels 5.95

G

1604

GETTING CLEAR

St., Arc.

GLEN

pach 4.95

3198

BONNER’S

UNION TOWN AUTO PARTS
New Auto Parts For
All Cars And Trucks

““We always have just what
you want or will get it fast!’’
COMPLETE
oe

er

;

REPAIR

“

SERVICE

ON

Volkswagen— Opel
Toyota—Datsun
“Your

KADETT A Good

@

GLEN

NAPA

Jobber—

Man

To Know”

BONNER,

=

OWNER

822-5114
822-6389
After Hours
-
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639 6th, ARCATA
SHEAFFER, WORLD-WIDE, A fextronl COMPANY

' Just down the hill from
q

the streets yourself and actively
searching for a house, an

apartment or even a shed that
may be empty and making your

time around

Need clothing? The local area
has several outlets for used clothing.
Most convenient to HSU is the
St. Vincent de Paul store on the
east side of Arcata’s Plaza. The
selection is uneven; sometimes
you car pick up a pair of jeans
for less than a dollar; sometimes
weeks go by without any jeans
being offered.
You can always get a warm coat
(overcoat type) here for under
five dollars. They have some
shirts, shoes and jackets.
Women’s clothing tends toward
1960’s-bland unless you shop on
the uni-sex principle. The clothing
offered here is clean and in good
repair.
The St. Vincent de Paul Society
operates another store at 212 G St.
in Eureka. The selection is sometimes better than the Arcata store
because students don’t pick it
over so quickly.
The Salvation Army operates a
store on the corner of 11th and K
Streets in Arcata. Like the St. Vincent store on the Plaza this place
is picked over regularly by students. Still, you can usually come
up with a warm coat and, some-

through

vertisements in search of housing
is a waste of time. Jf you don’t
know someone who is going to
vacate a house, or know someone
who knows someone who is going
to vacate a house, the next best
approach is simply getting out on

60 per cent of dorm space is occupied

Clothing is cheaper
second

and

tember, anywhere from 100 to 200

terested in living in the dorms
apply for dorm space the same
time they apply for admission to
the school. Once they are admitted to school their name is
placed on the priority list. About

it is primarily these renters who

in the

of the service. Starting in August

in-

deposits are thus justified. To an
extent, they are right. Other

malicious

listings by

landlords are on an increase as
the community becomes aware

students a day seek housing
through the off campus service.
The number
of applicants
decreases, but does not vanish,
during the school year.
Veteran’s of Arcata’s annual
autumnal housing wars report
that study of newspaper ad-

first-come-first-served

basis.

housing and that large cleaning

even

one time or casual

dorm openings.
Placement in the dorms is
handled by a priority list madeup

listings. A core group of local
residents who
regularly rent
rooms to students as a means of
supplementing their income

student renters are careless or

list with the off campus housing
office. Waldie reports, howéver,

atmosphere
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{ Natural food industry grows,
stores offer product variety
by John Humphreys

a

E

|:

organize natural
foods cooperatives. He sees no

The last five years have seen the growth of a

3

reason why the majority of foodstuffs, organic

|

beshipped from San Francisco and Los Angeles.

| %

students, local natural foods outlets are atHe would like to see local people working
tempting to provide “organic” foods at a low _ together
to grow produce and achieve a measure
of self-sufficiency.
price.
Organic foods, for those unfamiliar with the
Progress
is slow
jargon, are foods either grown without aid of
Rapacilo frankly admits progress towards this
pesticides or marketed without elaborate
end
has been slow. But he remains optimistic.
processing
“We'll get it together,’’ he smiles.
=
The argument against commerically grown
Evergreen
Natural
Foods
caters
largely
to the
“non-organic’’ produce is that pesticides perfreak community that has grown up in Southern
meate fruit and vegetablesto such an extent that
Humboldt. Jacob Lubowe, one of the partners in
no amount
of washing, peeling or scrubbing will
the store, points out that to some extent the store
significantly decrease the pesticide levels. As a
is
‘‘a general store”’ in its provision of some dry
result, the produce and fruit you buy from the
goods and its special ordering of heaters, lansupermarket is, according to natural foods

5
s

new industry in Humboldt County, the natural
foods industry. Catering in large part to

foods is that

For example, large commercial bakeries use
bleached, white flour in much of their bread. The
boast they “‘enrich”’ the flour with vitamin D.
Unprocessed foods better

We re In A New Building
:

|
©

with comfortable
fireplace atmosphere

Open "til 11 batesiterier

12 Fi ri. » & Sat.

Addressing the meeting was Tony Owen, the only

whole-wheat flour containing natural vitamin.
The basic argument, supported
by much
nutritional research, is that processing destroys
many vitamins and minerals.
The local natural foods outlets are Whole
Earth Natural Foods in Arcata, Sun Harvest

local organic farmer.
The consensus of the meeting was that most
local gardeners are not involved in food
production to the extent they could begin to
supply the produce needs of the local natural
foods outlets on a long range basis.

Natural Foods in Eureka, and Evergreen
Natural Foods in Garberville.
Whole Earth markets a broad selection of,
grains, cheeses, bottled juices, produce and even

761
STH
STREET
ARCATA,
CA. 95521
PHONE
(707)
822-2161

BAND INSTRUMENT RENTALS AVAILABLE
rental applies to purchase

And, of course, there is a wide range of foods
sold in these stores, such as grains, that can’t be
locally grown, anyway.

“natural” ice cream. The store caters to a wide

Armstrong, Artley,

Better prices elsewhere

range of diet approaches, from macrobiotics to

Conn, Haynes, Yamaha

Owen was originally interested in directly

vegetarianism.

supplying

Get people
to think

local

natural

foods

outlets.

discovered, however, he could obtain
better prices from large natural

Store owner Joel S. Rondon says he and his

He

PIANOS AND PIANO STUDIOS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR RENT

much
foods

Studios: 50° Y2 hour

distributing concerns in the Bay Area who were
able to buy his produce in bulk.
As a result, Owens now sells produce from his
Elk River farm to a San Jose natural foods jobber
who then resells portions of it to local outlets.
outlets.
To some extent, local produce is sold in these
stores, especially, during the summer months.
But nowhere does production show signs of truly
accomodating need on a long range basis.
In short, the Humboldt County natural foods
business is, like most local businesses, depen-

partner, Jethrin Phillips, aren't committed to
any one diet approach. His concern, he says, is to

get people thinking and talking about their diet,
whatever approach they finally choose.
Sun Harvest bills itself as ‘‘a general store.’
Owner Lewis J. Rapacilo stocks a variety of dry

goods items as well as natural foods. It is a
smaller affair than Whole Earth with a folksy
atmosphere.
Rapacilo’s background includes a stint as an
organizer with the Farm Worker’s Union. His

organizing bent has now fastened on the counter
cultist of Humboldt County.

plus complete accessories
CLASSICAL AND JAZZ GUITAR LESSONS

SEPT. STRING

SPECIAL

D°’Angelico Acousties $3.85 per set

Fender Electrics $2.99 per set

dent on shipping. Patrons of these stores can

Rapacilo would like to. see Sun Harvest become

therefore

look

forward

to

rising

prices

as

anucleus around which students and freaks can _ gasoline shortages dwindle into famine.
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Whole Earth, is an effort of its own to promote
local production, recently sponsored a meeting
to discuss ways of reversing the import balance.

better if the bakeries simply used unprocessed,

Cuners

:

Eureka

Gen)

stores are trucked in.
Import imbalance

According to natural food people, it would be
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directly related to the rise in fuel prices. As
noted, virtually all foodstuffs retailed in these

the original ‘‘real-something.”
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One of the major problems facing this infant
business is the rising cost of shipping which is
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Child care facilities:

Were filling up fast’
By Judy S. Hodgson

For women hoping to return to
campus after having children,

finding adequate child care at a
reasonable cost can often seem
impossible.

Public facilities like Arcata’s

Day Care Center and the Winzler
Children Center in Eureka are

supported by public funds and
fees charged directly to Parents
according to their income.
For a family with an income of

less than $300 per month, the Day
Care Center charges one dollar
for a half-day session for each
child. But for a family with two

children with an income of $650
a month, it could cost nearly $100
per month for the half-day session
while the Parent attends classes.
“‘We give students priority until
we are filled,” said Sarah Toon,
outgoing director of the Center.
‘Faculty and staff are also welcome, but we're filling up fast.”’
Few openings

The Winzler Children Center
operates on a similar basis except
the fees are lower or in some
cases, free. The Children Center
reports ‘‘very few” openings and
gives first priority to low-income
working parents, according to
Bob Bartley, director.
Day care homes, licensed
through the Welfare Department,

offer care in private homes with

up to six children in each home,
and some special licenses for up
to ten.

“If
a person
wants
a
grandmother-type or an artsycraftsy young person for their
children, we try to match the

home with the need,” said Francine Peterson, day care specialist
with the Welfare Department.
153 homes
There are 153 day care homes
listed in Humboldt County.
The
Child
Development
Laboratory on campus is a reg-

ular pre-school for three and four
year olds but they report no open-

ings. Registration for the fall is
held in the spring.
A parent cooperative has been
formed and operates in Redwood
Park four mornings per week.
Parents are expected to participate in one nightly session and
assist in the co-op one day per
week. Kitch Cooper, organizer of
the co-op, said only ‘‘two or three”’
openings are left for this year.
Private nursery schools in the
Arcata-Eureka area report very
few, if any, vacancies and the
costs can vary.
In Arcata, Juell’s Nursery has
no openings.
Kid’s Place, another morningonly preschool has a few openings
on Tuesday and Thursday mornings, said teacher-director Margo
Campbell.

{ AQUARIUS

PARTS & REPAIR

~ AUTO

obtained by calling individual
churches.

Complete 4-Wheel Drive Repair

If all else fails, babysitters are

available either through the
Placement Center on the college
campus, or by contacting Lil Stodder, vocational guidance counselor at Arcata High School. College sitters’ hours vary accordin
to their class schedule. Hig
school sitters are available after
1 p.m. for afternoon or evening
Jobs, according to Mrs. Stodder.

Arcata’s Full Line Foreign Car Service Center
822-2397
8th & J Streets
Arcata

Filled
In Eureka, Woodside Preschool
is filled.
Moore Avenue Preschool, with
a capacity of 80 children, has vacancies, according to Jay Martin,
director.
“We can arrange hours quarter
by quarter to suit the student,”
said Martin.
Some churches close to campus
run limited preschools for their
members. Information can be
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The largest minority: now
they've got a building...
psychological and health counse-

ling services and the office of the
Program Coordinator, Kathy
Marshall, assistant professor in
speech communications.
Counseling for older women
returning to school, career
development for women and
‘‘sexuality counseling’’ are

anda

program

A Women’s Center on campus
has been established to help

implement the goals of the new
General Education program in
Women’s Studies.
Located in House 55, it includes
a classroom, resource center,

A new General Education program in Women’s Studies is starting Fall quarter.
The program offers 20 units of
upper-division credit toward the
completion of General Education.
Elective credit may be earned by
enrolling in the courses individyally.
;
Students may begin the program Fall and Winter quarters
only. The Women’s Studies program is open to men and women,
new and continuing students.
The courses offered Fall quarter are: Introduction to Women’s
Studies (BSS 110), Sociology of
Women (Soc 162), Psychology of
Women (Psych 183), and Planning and Development of Women's
Studies (IS 101).
Although a major or minor in

Women's Studies is not yet available, students may apply for a
Special Major in Women's
Studies. Anyone interested in a
Special Major should register for
the Thursday 10:000'clock section

of IS 101.

Anew section of the Psychology
of Women class (Psych 183) has
been added to the schedule. It will
be offered Monday and Wednesday from 2 to 4 p.m. in Ed-Psych
229 and will be taught by Kathleen
Preston,

assistant

professor

in

Psychology.
An outline detailing the
Women’s Studies program is
available in the office of Interdisciplinary Studies, House 53, or in
the Women’s Center, House 55.

Humboldt hitchhiking
Hitchhiking is often a necessity
in Humboldt County. If you don’t
have your own car, motorcycle,
or bicycle, traveling by thumb
may be your only alternative.
True, a limited public tranSportation system exists in
Eureka and several cab companies are listed in the phone
book but they hardly meet the
everyday needs of HSU students.
While no exact figure exists as
to how many
HSU
students
hitchhike_regularly, it is safe to
estimate the figure in the hundreds. The majority hitchhike to
points between Fortuna on the
south
and
MckKinleyvilleTrinidad on the north, Blue Lake
on the east and Arcata on the
west.
Local

hitchhikers

report

that

law
report

Eureka

is no problem

but

that coming from Eureka to
Arcata is more difficult. The
intersection

of 17th

Street

no

in contrast

proposed

freeway

about

include self-confidence, feelings
about being with younger students and problems in families of
wives and mothers returning to
school, she said.
Health counseling will include
birth control, pregnancy and
abortion counseling for both men
and women, Dr. Norman C. Headley, director of the Health Center,
said.
Ideas for services to meet the
needs of ail women on campus are
welcomed, Wallace said.
The Women’s Center has a patio
to use as an informal meeting
place and needs donations of outdoor furniture. Books, magazines
and other materials are needed
for the resource center, also.
For more information contact
Kathy Marshall in the Program
Coordinator's office of House 55.

Humboldt

Department

County

warns

operates a mental health facility.

condition, that two aspirins isn’t
going

to

handle

it;

you

need

medical help. You just entered
HSU and don’t know the area.

The Medical Center, being a
public institution, is required to

accept med-i-cal cards.
If you live in McKinleyville,
Blue Lake or Arcata,

go to the

is

Mad River Community Hospital

If you live in Eureka you have a

on Janes Road in Arcata; phone
number 822-3621.

The Student Health Center
closed. What can you do?
choice

of

rooms.

hospital

General

If you don’t have a car, there

emergency

Hospital

is

located on the corner of Harris
and H Streets; its number is 4432251; St. Joseph’s Hospital is on

are two ambulance services
available; Arcata-Mad River
Ambulance Service, 822-4166;
and Eureka Ambulance, 443-8634.

Dolbeer (just south of the county

So, in case rose hip won't do it,

hospital); its number is 443-8051
and the county hospital, called

now you know whom to call and
where you can go for help.

James

G. Bradley Barnes O.D.

R. Barnes O.D.

Optometrists
912 Tenth St,

in Arcata

hey Grads:
bridge

the

a

Lj

subscription.

Sheriff’s

hitchhikers,

however, to use caution in accepting
rides;
this applies
especially to women hitchhikers

Here’s $2.50 for a year’s subscription to the Lumberjack.

who might be offered rides by
cars containing groups

the

>
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Lumberjack should be sent to

Arcata, Calif. 95621

mixes, used: pots, new
pots, terrarium plants
at inviting prices.

con-

Ph.822-5820

soil

ee ie

ee

Plantasiala

and

Street

‘the old appendicitis!’’ You
realize, even in your befogged

with

UNIQUE HANDMADE ITEMS
AMERICAN INDIAN JEWELRY AND ARTIFACTS
CUSTOM MADE SANDALS-HANDBAGS & BELTS
G

the Medical Center, is located on
Harrison Ave.; its number
is 4434511. The Medical Center also

distance gap

been happening in urban areas.
The

con-

said. Topics for discussion could

in

struction begins, whenever that
might be, the 17th Street in-

1610

starting

to what’s

Highway 101 has long been a
favorite with hitchhikers. When
the

“thinking

sciousness raising groups,’’ she

It’s two o’clock in the morning.
You develop a splitting pain in
your side. ‘“My, God!”’ you gasp,

envorcement
upsurge of

violence against hitchhikers
this area

catching a ride between Arcata
and

planned for the Women’s Center,
Barbara Wailace, acting director
of the Counseling Center, said.
Wallace hopes to start a ‘sexual
concerns center’’ where rap sessions open to both men and women
would be held.
Through the counseling for
older women ‘‘We hope to encourage women in the community to
come back to school,’’ Marie
Welsh, one of the counselors, said.
The counseling group is also

tersection
will
disappear.
Whether hitchhiking will be
permitted from the detour road
that will carry
traffic during
construction of the new intersection is unclear.
Local
agencies

Help for Excedrin headache No. 2,001
(the ‘health-center-is-closed’ headache)

Ph.442-5893
319 Fifth Street

Eureka,Ca.95501

watch
| bg

12-5
daaly l-F su
345 taslroad ave. uc lake
668-5410
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For a dollar a month, you can have a student checking
account at Wells Fargo Bank. There’s no minimum balance required, and you can write as many checks as you want.
You'll get a statement every month. And if you decide
not to write checks over the summer, there’s no monthly service
charge at all. We'll still keep your account open, even if there’s
no money in it, until you return to school in the Fall.

We also have a special Master Charge credit plan for stu-

dents. It provides extra money when you need it—and a good way
to build credit standing.

To find out more about student banking, come in to the

Arcata Office of Wells Fargo Bank at 1315 G Street in Arcata.

Wells Fargo Bank.

MEMBER F D 1.C
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Send them your thoughts

Your elected representatives
United States Senator

United States Representative

State Assemblyman

wane cme | Manger | amare
Alan Cranston (D)

Don Clausen (R)

i
, D.C.
Washington,
D.C. 205 20510

-

on,

D.C.

Barry Keene (D)

ramento,

Calif.

Arcata Representative on Hum.

SR
boldt

n

County

Board

Peterson

Humboldt County Courthouse
Eureka, Calif. 95501

State Senator

United States Senator

John V. Tunney (D)
_.
1415 Senate Office Building

Randolph Collier (D)
State Capitol, Room 5052

Washington, D.C. 20510

Sacramento, Calif. 95814

United States President

Richard Nixon
White House

Washington, D.C. 20515

of Super-

Arcata City Councilpersons

ae
:

Paul Wilson

Alexandra Fairless

Arcata Mayor

Dick Wild

Ward Falor
Arcata City Hall

Arcata City Hall
Arcata, Calif. 95521

Arcata, Calif. 95521

a

The College Plan.

-

More than just a cheap checking account.
College Plan is a whole new idea for
college students from Bank of America.
First off, you’ll get the COLLEGE
PLAN CHECKING ACCOUNT with
unlimited checkwriting privileges, and no
minimum balance requirements. All for
only $1 a month, and the summer is free.
That’s cheap.
But what else?

BANKAMERICARD" the

INSTANT CASH" can protect you
against bounced checks.
When your application has been
approved, Instant Cash automatically
deposits the necessary funds—up to a prearranged limit—into your checking
account to cover your check.
EDUCATIONAL LOANS, available
to qualified stydents. Further information
and student loan applications are available
at your College Financial Aid Office.
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS for almost
any need. There’s no safer place for your
savings than Bank of America.

SOMEONE WHO UNDERSTANDS.
Over thirty of our college banking offices
are now employing students as Representatives. They have been especially
trained to counsel students on money
matters. Your Student Representative
understands student problems and can
save you time when it comes to solving
them. In other offices a Bank officer
will be happy to help.
Come in and find out about this
unique College Plan Program. It’s a lot
more than just a cheap checking account.
And no other bank has it.

——

universally accepted credit card whose
identification feature can help you cash
checks even where you're not known.
You can even use it to charge your tuition

at state universities. Ask for our Student
Application.

College Plan available only at:

Arcata Office, 697 - 8th Street
McKinleyville Office, 2000 Central Avenue

BANK GG)

OF AMERICA
BANK

OF AMERICA

NT&SA

MEMBER

FDIC
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Archie Bunker, steaks and seafood, poetry readings

Arcata saloons offer variety of environments
by Gene Aker

If there’s one thing Arcata has
plenty of, it’s bars.
Within walking distance of HSU

no fewer than 13 establishments
dispense various forms of

of Tricia Nixon.
“The Alibi” is a little better furbished than ‘‘The Office” and a
little more tolerant but generally

it sports the same atmosphere
and clientele.
A refreshing contrast
‘Toby and Jack’s” is a refreshing contrast to the other Saloon
Row saloons. It attracts a cross

alcoholic beverages for consumption on their premises.
This diversity can be confusing
to the newcomer. Maybe he’s
heard tales about what can hap-

section of Arcata, ranging from

thing

although

pen to a longhair at this or that
bar. Maybe he hasn’t heard anyabout

who’s

welcome

where. Maybe he’s a she.

Rundown of bars
As part of its ongoing consumer

study The Lumberjack checked
out every watering spot in Arcata.
What follows is a
bar-by-bar rundown, beginning with ‘‘Saloon
Row,’’ the 700 block of Ninth
Street.
We list ‘‘The Office’’ first
because it’s the one place to stay

out of if your politics and hair

don’t match Archie Bunker's.
A sign on the wall reads “If you
do not think the United States of
America is worth fighting for,
then leave.”” They mean the bar
AND the country.
The clientele is mostly hard hat.
Even the bartender reminded us

locals to students and faculty.
It's atmosphere is usually quiet

it is crowded

on

weekends. It is one of the two
nicest “‘cocktail lounges” in town.
A word of caution; if you can’t
handle your liquor don’t be surprised if you’re bounced.
‘*Everett’s’’ is more or less
similar to ‘‘The Office’ but not
quite so hostile to longhairs. Still,
this is hardhat country.
‘‘Jambalaya’’ on H Street
(where Dan and Jerry’s used to
be) just opened. This place ought
to be nice; rock music on weekends; classical music on Tuesdays;

maybe poetry readings and live
drama later.
There will be a minimal cover
charge some evenings. Morrie
Herman, Arcata’s master barkeep, presides over the bar.

All this is quite a change from

For those of you who go for local

the Confederate Flag atmosphere
of Dan and Jerry’s.

lore, ‘“‘Flyyn’s Inn’”’ on 7th Street

is still open and still under

Disney decor

‘‘Marino’s’’ on 9th Street lists

Grady’s management. It has live

‘‘dancing”’ in the yellow pages but
the music is strictly jukebox. It’s

music Wednesday through Sunday. It’s popular with younger loc-

popular with younger locals and
a small college crowd, especially
physical education and forestry
students.
Marino’s has an excellent off
sale department. It must be
classed one of the better spots in
town. Be sure to check out the
decor; a classic example of early
Disney.
“The Boot” on the south side of
The Plaza is the last hold out of
the 25 cent beer. It’s frequented
mostly by longhairs. It’s a little
run down in a nice way.
It’s the place to go to get
smashed and not get thrown out.
It has a “Happy Half Hour” every

als, junior college girls and some
HSU types.

‘‘The Red Pepper’”’ on 10th
Street is actually part of a bowling
alley, Redwood Lanes, but isn’t
bad, even so. The restaurant
serves Mexican food. For you

members of the Humboldt Tentants Union, the place is owned by

the Feuerwerkers.
The ‘‘Arcata Bowl’’ is located
e: Eighth and K Streets. It has a
There are two pizza houses in

with 15 cent beer.
‘Embers North’’ on the east

isn’t likely to get better in the near

future. In other words, Humboldt
County is in a state of chronic
depression.
The local economy is heavily
dependent on the lumber industry, an industry that has been in
a state of slow decline over the
last ten years. In case you haven’t
noticed, there aren’t any other
industries here, if you discount
fishing which may be in even
worse shape than the lumber
industry.
Despite these facts Gary
Fredericksen, HSU student
employment advisor, estimates
that approximately 4,000 HSU students, out of a total of 7,000, held
jobs last year. Generally, part
time student jobs are low skill,

low pay. Counter sales, restaur-

ant work, general labor, mill
work, child care, clerical work
and gardening are common student employments.
There are a number of ways to
go about job hunting in Humboldt
County. Pounding the pavements

year. Last year’s daily listings,
Frederic ksen said, ran to five
jobs a day. ‘‘We’re doing better
than that this fall but I don’t know
if it’s going to keep up,”’ he added.
Fredericksen points out some of
the 1,500 jobs listed with his office
last year were temporary jobs. He
adds it would be inaccurate to
assume that 1,500 separate people
found work through the Student
Employment Service because
more than one job, especially
temporary clerical and general
labor jobs, may have been filled
by the same person.
It is accurate to say, however,
that the Student Employment Ser-

vice found jobs for hundreds of
students last year and that many
of the jobs were permanent ones.

Fredericksen’s office also pro-

VICKERS

esha

more efficient method is to utilize
HSU’s Student Employment Service located in Nelson Hall, a
referral service that matches students to jobs listed by local
employers.
Fredericksen, whoruns the four
person office, reports over 1,500

part-time jobs were listed with

PLANTS

ON THE BALCONY

622-1307

Govnd the corner from the Miner Theater

POLY NESIAN HANDICRAFTS

of work the applicant has done
and what kinds of special.training
the applicant may have had.
The ability of the service to perform its function depends, of
course, on the jobs listed with it
by community employers. The
number and types of employment
differ from day to day.
In a tight employment market,
where jobs are scarce and competition rough, the Student
Employment Service may
provide the extra edge that makes the
difference between
unemployment and finding a job.

:

1535 G St.
822-4056

3

BURGER

4

4 Mini Burger 45
©

Mon.-Sat.

=

SHOPPE
|

Midi Buraer 75

Coney Island Dog 69
Hot Pastrami on Rye 1.00
Reuben 1.15

Maxi Burger 90

Cheese Melt 49

Chili Burger 70

Enchiladas 65

Chili 45

French Fries 25.

Dressing, Tomato, Catsup,
Mustord, Pickles

*

10:30-8:00

Sandwiches

Mustard, Catsup, Pickles

%

Tomete, Coie aS

euntte 88

Coffee 15

Tl

Milk 20

Pepsi, Orange, Root Beer, Teem 15 & 25

INSURANCE

Milk Shakes 35
Floats & Freezes 35
Hot Pie 20
Cones 15 & 25

j

OTHER LEADING COMPANY

$102

$15,000-30,000 bodily injury liability

incl.

$5,000 prop. damage liability
$1,000 medical payments

$14

$118

TOTALS

$258
°

Pharmacy

Blue i

$28

$15,000-30,000 uninsured motorist

INSURANCE

| Northtow n

$130
$86

$6

VICKERS

you don’t like loud, live rock stay
away on band nights.

HOUSE

Saves You Real Money
Compare our documented files.
21 yr. old single male
For example:

$10

madhouse during ‘‘Happy Hour,”

4:30 to 5:30 p.m. every Friday. If

Trade and Sell

basic information as to what kind

OUR POLICY No. A239966

day and the cover charge is usually worth it. The place is a

Used Books and Texts

“Preferred Treatment for College Students”

and checking help wanted newspaper advertisements are, of
course, the classic methods. A

“The Keg” is a long time student, faculty hangout. It has live
music Thursday through Satur-

829 10th Se.

vides counseling on job finding
techniques.
Fredericksen explains the service is attempting to develo
background profiles on its jo!
applicants. The profiles consist of

$50or $75 or $10027?

serves beer and wine only but has
a great selection of imported bottled beer.

ot Half The Price

“classiest” place in Arcata. It has
aslight edge over Toby and Jack’s
because of the restaurant there.
The food, steaks and seafood, isn't
bad and it’s not terribly expensive
either. Tends toward the local
crowd but not exclusively.

COULD YOU USE AN EXTRA

“The Keg” on 18th Street is the
closest place to the campus. It

We Have Many Used Texts

side of The Plaza is probably the

how to find them efficiently
and filled through the office last

not exceptions.

TIN CAN MAILMAN

week night from 10:30 to 11:30

Student jobs (or lack of same),
Planning to look for part time
work? If so, there are some things
you’d better know.
The local employment situation
is bad. It’s been bad for years and

town, ‘‘Straw Hat” in the Uniontown Shopping
Center and ‘“‘Angelo’s“ on H
Street. Every pizza
house sells suds and these two are

for all your

!

sun

10% Sty

and drug items
oe
.

Discount

2381 Myrtle Ave.
443-1648

Railroad Avenue,

;

822-2925

668-5227
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Farmers’ market future fertile
By Judy Hodgson

Beautiful

produce

prices is available

at

booth, $3 for a small one. The

good

money

te
ber at Eecha's
eka’s first
et open-air
opened
market.

The idea for the market first
came to public attention during
Gloria Friedley’s unsuccessful
bid for Eureka City Council last

become a nonprofit organization,

said Friedley.
Vendors pay

$4 for a large

The

market

goes

nonprofit.

license

was

ears.

to

Sept. 29 due to the late growing
season.
“The corn just came in last
week,”’ complained

one vendor.

“Sixty-three day corn and it took

119 days!”

from

a

small

Rhododendrons

chard,

No Stamps No Gimmicks

from

fresh-cut

flowers

Just The Lowest Prices In Tov. ::

and

SEQUOIA JEWELERS

herbs for making tea.
An old Chevy pulled up loaded

Then

extended

was

Willow Creek cost $1 each. One
booth offered pumpkins, swiss

with carrots, beets and broccoli

vendors of handicrafts can
participate. A Eureka city ordinance now prohibits selling
crafts without shelters, she said.
The market has been operating
since Aug. 18. The original threeweek

corn

farm near Alton and cost $1 for 12

in-

surance and licensing, according
to David Sheldon, redevelopment
director for the city.
Friedley said she hopes
this fee
will also go towards building
booths with shelters when the

+4 the few

“There was a need for small
local growers to market their
produce quickly,” said Friedley.
Although the market, located
at Second and D Streets, is now
under the auspices of Eureka’s
redevelopment
agency,
the
ultimate goal of the project is to

is used for clean-up,

and the crowd shifted to get a
closer look.

A Store You Should Look Into

We Have School Rings Too

A young girl came last week
hoping to earn money for a
bicycle her family couldn’t af-

ford. She made $40 selling beans
and peas.
“That’s the happy part of it,”
said Sheldon,
whose
office
oversees the licensing of booths.
“The small vendors have a

Sth Street

weekly marketplace.”

Wrong. The happy part is the
buying—and the eating.

Official school patches
and knit caps.
In CR maroon and gold,
HSU green and —

SOUTH OF EUREKA
ON HIGHWAY 10!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

BeAbe ETA
A farmer hugs his fresh vegetables at the open-air
market located at Second and D Streets in Eureka,
which will soon end its first successful season.
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rounds the activities of the local
Having traversed the sea of squads. To the natives, they are
information thrown at you in this ‘‘our’’ teams, to be supported as
year's
premiere
edition, faithfully as possible. It's a slice
congratulations--and welcome to right out of the American Pie.
This “down-home” feeling has
the sports department. By now,
also
wafted over into the Redwood
you're probably wondering what
else can be new under the sun’ Bowl and the other environs of the
Lumberjack competitors. If one
(fog? ).
ell, don't look for any big views HSU as a community itself,
by Steve Smith

upsets from this corner. At last

report, a touchdown was still
worth six points, basepaths were
still 90 feet long, and Winning
remained very much in vogue.

But up here among the redwoods,
there is a different flavo
to athletics, one that transcend.
chalk lines and cleat marks. I
how

many

other

towns,

for

instance, do the local high schoo

seniors get a police escort down

the main — for their pre-“‘Big
Game” march?
The bucolic atmosphere of the
Eureka-Arcata area also sur-

Leash dogs
Since dogs don’t understand
English it’s up to their owners to
interpret for them. The message,

DOGS AREN'T ALLOWED TO
RUN LOOSE IN ARCATA!
An unpenned —- runs the risk
of being picked up by the city dog

catcher and placed in the city’s

pound on south G Street. The first

time this occurs the owner usually
receives a warning. The second

time the owner is cited for a viola-

tion of the municipal code. The
fine is $15 unless the dog is chasing

cattle in which case the fine is
higher.
e first day the dog spends in
the pound costs the owner $2.50.
A 50 cent charge is leveled for

each day thereafter. If your dog

is missing and you suspect it’s in

the pound contact the Arcata

m

arduous (this
personal
going gets
port you

Returning
to
action
are
linebacker Curt McBride, ’72

FWC defensive Player of the
Year, and running back Joe Stender, the conference’s leading
ground gainer last year.

a

from the women’s locker and

course is long and shower facilities.
writer knows from
Now, the gee. Don’t panic!
experience) and the .Health and Physical Education
a bit lonely, so any sup- Department Chairman Dr. Lawrcan lend will be ence Kerker
that he hopes

iated.

anions

§ Of Cheeses

very

on the sidelines
and cheer, there

There are no vast Coliseums to
file into, no wondering whether
the event you’re witnessing below
you is a game or a ritual--or, for

that matter, just whose team
you're
watching.
The od
pressure, ‘‘win-at-all-cost” ethic

found in the larger schools is

noticeably absent.
Not that athletics aren’t taken

seriously at HSU. Not by a long

shot. Winning is still emphasized,
and coaching
staffs still scour the
State for the
best available talent.
And competition in the seventeam Far Western Conference,

(FWC) is no picnic. At least, it
wasn’t any handicap for former
HSU gridders Wendell Hayes, Len
Gotshalk, and Mike Bettiga, all of
whom reached the pros. (OK, so
Bettiga is only on the taxi squad;

considering that the average 15th
round draft choice is around just
long enough to work up a mild

sweat, it’s nothing to be ashamed
of). It also didn’t seem to hinder
former ‘Jack hurler Greg
Shanahan, who fanned Willie
McCovey in his major league
debut a few weeks back.
Drafts in windows

Of course, the closest most FWC
athletes come to a draft is an open
window; but that doesn’t stop
them from giving it their all in the
course of their competition, or
having fun while they’re at it-or
from shooting for the stars just
beyond that window.
At any rate new—and returning-students can look forward to
some interesting competition in
the year ahead. Herewith, a brief
look at this fall’s action.

king
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full

Van Deren faces a rebuilding
task--seven offensive (eight, if
you count the placekicker) and
four defensive ’72 starters
healthy competition for all those
berths, and there is no reason to
believe that the "Jacks won’t be

with the annual Alumni game.

Coach Larry Angele! feels that
his 1973 water polo team is “by
far the best team ever at Hum-

tity.’’ Returning
to
Angelel’s
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$37,000 needed

pay

for only one set of
per school, and HSUalhas its set, in the old gym.
as head basketball coach
Niclai said last year, ‘It

might start a whole new fad in
basketball-—sitting-room-only

_

crowds around the floor. It might
be the only gym in the country
where you can stretch out on a cot
to watch.”
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school champions.
The ‘Jack water polo team will
be in their first home competition
of the season Friday and Saturday, Sept. 21 and 22, when they
will be the host at the Redwood
Empire Water Polo Tournament.
Among the schools participating
will be UC Berkeley, rated
number one in the nation.
And if you’re not otherwise
occupied on the Saturday mornings of Oct. 20 and 27, you might
want to turn out and watch coach
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Teas Natural Vitamins Juices Fruits
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Flour

Various Tools

Grains

Books

Kerosene Lamps
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Wood Stoves
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Sandwiches

442-6957
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day, Sept. 22 at 8 p.m., when they
open the Redwood Bow! schedule
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have to stand, sit, or lie

Now, for the good news and the
bad news on the new multipurpose physical education facil-

at least competitive this season.

boldt,

iy

do so. Unless a Brinks truck

will be a variety of intramural
programs available throughout
the year, so all you weekend Gene
Washingtons and Chris Speiers
keep those muscles loose.

graduated last year. But there is

9

But if

New faces on football team,
sitting room only in new gym
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hilled Wine }
Champagne}
Fisherman’s
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30 Varieties
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Pind of course, for those of you
who wish to do more than stand
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» Hot & Cold
Sandwiches

forced the removal of a oneinch concrete topping from the
main entrance to
‘acility and

Seed ones

squad is coming

a 7-3 1972 record—4-1
in the Far
Western Conference, with FWC
champ UC Davis their only loss.

%

a

Police Department.
Arcata’s leash law applies to
HSU. Dogs running loose on the
campus are picked up either by
HSU’s security men or the city
dog catcher. Either way, they
wind up at the city pound.
The municipal code requires
that dogs be licensed after they
reach 4 months of age. Proof of
rabies vaccination must be presented in order to obtain a license.
A dog license costs $3 and is
valid from June 30 to July 1 of the
following year. Dog owners are
given a 30 day grace period to
license their dog after moving to
Arcata. July is granted as a grace
period for owners to relicense
dogs. Delinquent license applications cost $10 and are obtained
from the Arcata Finance Department.
If an unlicensed dog is placed
in the pound a license must be
purchased before the dog can be
released. Animals placed in the
pound are kept for 72 hours. They
are then destroyed.

one can feel the same kind of
atmosphere pervading sports
here on campus.

Gridiron action at the Redwood . Jim Hunt’s cross
team in
Bowl goes back under the lights their only home action of the year.
bye int ob Bud Van 2

See

g
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Bookworm hideouts exposed

Dobkin takes presidency
untiltrustees make choice
Humboldt Stat: Uriversity will

Milton Dobkin, HSU vice
president for academic affairs,
will serve as acting president
until a president
is appointed by
the California
State University

and College Board of Trustees.

The decision to wait until at
least November follows a San
Francisco
meeting
of the
statewide “‘rainbow’’ committee
to select HSU presidential candidates.
At that meeting a key factor in
the postponement was

a recent

resolution by the Humboldt State

presiden
didates during the board’s last
meeting in July had angered the
academic
senate and was termed
“disheartening”
by some faculty
members.
The

chancellor’s

office

has

indicated it is willing to wait at
least until November for appointment of a new president by
the

board

of

trustees,

as

recommended by the “rainbow”
selection committee in San Francisco.

New veterans office expected
The HSU Veteran’s Organization is interviewing applicants for
the post of campus veteran’s
director-coordinator. The post
will be funded out of Department
of Health, Education and Welfare

Berkowitz reminded veterans
who filed for “prepayment” of
their G.I. Bill they can pick up
their first month and a half’s

(HEW) funds authorized under
the Cranston Amendment. The

office

new office should be functioning
by the time school opens on
September 27th, according to

benefit from veteran’s clerk,
Linda L. Lawn, in the records

starting

Sept.

18th.

Veterans who did not file for
prepayment will have to file for
their benefit with the veteran’s
clerk after school opens and wait

political science major active in

approximately six weeks before
receiving their first check.

the veteran’s organization.
The
veteran’s_
director-

Organization is affiliated with the

Hank

D.

Berkowitz,

a

senior

coordinator will be a resource
person for student veterans and

will

have

responsibility

for

keeping vets up to date on their

rights

under

a variety of pro

The

Humboldt

Veteran’s

state and national veteran’s
organizations. The first general
meeting of the group will be
announced sometime early in the
fall quarter, Berkowitz said.

grams. The coordinator will also

be responsible for representing
vets in their dealing with the
Veteran’s Administration.
A major complaint
among
campus vets has been what they

consider the unresponsiveness of
the Veteran’s Administration to
the needs of Viet Nam
era
veterans and the difficulty of
obtaining information from that
agency as to what rights and
programs pertain to young
veterans. A county veteran’s
service officer in Eureka was the

only

local

resource

person

student veterans could turn to
until the formation
of the
Humboldt
Veteran’s
Organization last spring.

Register to vote
If you plan to vote in the
November election you must be
registered with the county clerk.
If you will be 18 by Nov. 6th, if
you have moved, if you did not
vote in 1972 or if you are new to
Humboldt County you must register.
Students can register to vote
even if their college address is not
their permanent address.
Registration deadline is Oct. 7.
Register to vote at the County
Clerk’s office, Humboldt County
Courthouse, in Eureka.

Arcata sea@@il
FRESH FISH MARKET
Seafood Menu Offering:

Read any good books lately? If
not, you might want to know
where the few local bookstores
are located.
The two outlets most convenient to the campus are Jack
Hitt’s Northtown Books on upper
G. St. in Arcata and HSU’s own
campus bookstore located in the
University Center.

Northtown

Books is practically a landmark
as well as being probably the best
bookstore between San Francisco
and Portland. It carries a wide

selection of paperbacks and what
it doesn’t stock it can order. It
features a variety of ‘‘how to”
books and a good collection of

St. in Arcata features an uneven,
but wide, choice of used books,
paper and hardback, and back
issues of magazines, all at a
reduced price. The atnaihare
relaxed; if you’ve
got a dog it can
sleep
on the rug in the front
of the
store while you browse for books
in the back. Moreover, “Willie”,
who owns the place, is open to
trading books.
Two In Eureka

Eureka boasts two bookstores,
Fireplace Books on ‘The Mall”
south of Sears and Downtown
Books on H St., across from the

Federal Building. Fireplace
Books has a selection of paper :
backs but its real specialtyis
high priced hardback ‘‘gift”’
books, prints and maps. Downtown oo
is stocked are
=

title paperbacks

selection

of

There was a time in these here
outlying

parts

when

the

scallops & chips

HUTCHINS and FOURTH ST.

children’s books. It carries texts
for some HSU courses and a

complete array of underground
periodicals and newspapers.
The HSU bookstore, located

above the gameroom
in the
University Center, is, of course,

the main outlet for textbooks. It
also stocks some paperbacks,
plenty of stationery, drafting
supplies, beer steins, pens, you
name it.

$s

Paperbacks Unlimited on 10th

and Liquors

Student Health Center
offers health insurance

4th Street
9 o.m.-12 p.m.
4th and Hi Sts.

For the first time this year the
Center is offering far reaching
health insurance coverage for students and their families. The cost
for the Blue Shield policy is $35.04
for a single student, $77.04 for a

HUTCHINS
8 a.m.-10 p.m.

student and spouse and $120.00 for

a student and family. The deadline for purchasing the policy is
Oct. 16. A brochure describing the
policy is available from Mrs. Billie R. Dean at the Center.

1644 G St.

Zo

O" ART

CENTER
Eamying, der Met:
SALE
THROUGH

SEPT. 30th

reg. 40° now 19:
COTTMAN WATERCOLORS
*‘ HYPLAR ACRYLICS
closeout at 40% off
PRETEST OIL COLORS
20% off
POTTERY CLAY
reg. $2.25 now $1.89
DESIGNER COLORS

reg. 69

now 49:

combination plates
chowders

Fresh Local Fish Used

In All Fish & Chips

10% student discount on non-sale items

Corner

Tth & H Sts.

Ph. 822-1578

now

vanished ‘‘Lu-Ray’’ newsstand in
Eureka was the only real local
book outlet, and that time isn’t so
long past. Fortunately,
have changed
for the better.

fish & chips
prawns & chips

a

hardbound

443-8981.

